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Aside existing legislation and supervision by competent authorities, animal research is also regulated
within the scientific community
nity itself. Such self-regulatory
self regulatory mechanisms include community guidelines
on best practice, commonly seen in the neurosciences. These guidelines have arisen partly as a
response to several examples of translational failure of promising preclinical results. These often
appear to have been false-positives
positives in the first place – apparently as a result of poor experimental
design and statistics – which, along with publication bias, misinform clinicians about the therapeutic
value of candidate drugs. This raises ethical issues, since animals, time and resources are wasted in
unreliable research, but particularly because patients are being enrolled in pointless clinical trials. To
assess whether community guidelines influence research, we systematically reviewed all retrievable
research papers (N = 382) on the SOD1 mouse model of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) published
in 2005, 2009, 2011 and 2013, to include studies carried out before and after publication of ALS
guidelines in 2007 [1] and 2010 [2].
]. These guidelines list a number of methodological considerations
for proof-of-concept
concept and preclinical ALS studies (eg regarding randomization, blinding and sample
size calculation), suggest relevant parameters for evaluating disease progression, and a “standard”
surrogate endpoint for survival studies (euthanizing animals unable to right themselves after being
laid recumbent for 15-30
30 s) Information retrieved included (selfreported) regulatory compliance
status, humane endpoints and other refinements, study
study severity (based on disease stage at timeof
time
endpoint), as well as information regarding animals (eg sex and genotype), experimental design (eg
sample size, blinding of observers, random assignment to groups), and housing and husbandry.
Preclinical studies
es included a higher proportion of high-severity
severity studies (p < 0.001). This might be
explained by guidelines’ suggestion that proof-of-concept
proof
studies may not warrant survival
assessment. An increase in reported regulatory compliance – particularly project approval – was
observed over the time period reviewed (p < 0.001), but not found to influence severity or reported
refinement, with no changes across time. Overall, these results reflect previous findings on
Tuberculosis [3] and Huntington’s [4] research. However, there is one important difference: while
death was used as an endpoint in 66% and 26% of studies on “lethal models” of TB and HD,
respectively, this happened in less than 3% of ALS studies. Nonetheless, animals were only euthanized
when reaching very late stages – either the “standard endpoint” or complete paralysis – meaning
that the actual animal welfare impact was probably small [5]. The broad adherence to the
“standard endpoint” opens the possibility that less severe endpoints – some already proposed in the
literature – can also be readily and broadly adopted by the ALS community, provided there is ample
consensus on their validity. Future guidelines should have these and other animal welfare

considerations, rather
ther than solely focusing on improving and standardizing basic scientific
parameters. Until then, their potential for promoting a culture of care and increase awareness to the
3Rs remains largely untapped.
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